Arizona Winter School 2017 course outline: Adic
spaces

Adic spaces are non-archimedean analytic objects which were developed
by Huber in the 1990s [1]. The category of adic spaces contains both formal
schemes and rigid-analytic varieties as full subcategories; perfectoid spaces
[3] are further examples. The central idea is that to a certain sort of topological ring A (a Huber ring) one can associate a topological space Spa A,
its adic spectrum, whose points correspond to continuous valuations on A
[2]. General adic spaces are obtained by gluing together ringed spaces of the
form Spa A.
In this series of lectures we present an introduction to the theory with
an emphasis on examples. Topics may include:
• The adic spectrum of a Huber ring
• The adic closed unit disc D over Qp , and its 5 classes of points; the
closure of D in A1
• The adic generic fiber of a formal scheme
• The product Spa K × Spa K, where K = Fp ((t))
• The adic space Spa W (OK ) for a perfectoid field K, and untilts
• The perfectoid disc; universal covers of p-divisible groups and abelian
varieties
• The pro-étale topology, and the locally perfectoid nature of rigid spaces
• Comparison theorems for rigid spaces
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